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INSTALLATION 
1. Place the Margarita cart in a prominent leveled location.  

NOTE: Do not remove the Margarita Machine from the heavy duty card in which it came 
in. These machines are very heavy and may damage any other table. 

 2. Plug the power cord into a suitable dedicated (20 amp) 120 volt outlet that can provide the 
required wattage. Having other appliances on the same circuit, may prevent your unit from 
receiving the necessary voltage and will not freeze properly. When using extension cords, only 
use 12 guage extension cords. 
 

GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES 
1. Here is the amount of water and alcohol you will need for each mix flavor: 

NOTE: Its very important that you do not add more water or alcohol then required 
because if it has too much water or alcohol it will not freeze. 

a. Lime Mix: 3.5 gallons of water and 2.75 litters of tequila 
b. Strawberry: 3 gallons of water and 2.75 litters of tequila or 2 litters of rum 
c. Mango: 3 gallons of water and 2 litter so tequila or 2 litters of rum    

2. Mix the water, alcohol and flavor mix into the mixing bucket we will provide you and shake it 
for 2 minutes. Then pour into the machine and turn it to the ON position.  
3. Freeze time is about 45mins-1hour. Do not place machine in direct sunlight. It could take 
longer to freeze if machine is outside in hot weather. 

NOTE: When the machine is low on mix a yellow low mix light will light up in front of the 
machine. At this time, you can add another batch of mix to continue making more margaritas. 
When the machine runs out please TURN OFF THE MACHINE AND DON’T RUN IT ON 
FREEZE WHEN IT IS EMPTY. 
3. The driver can start your first batch. Just ask and have the required amount of water and 
alcohol ready upon delivery of the machine.  
4. One batch makes about 60 – 10oz drinks. If you need additional mix bottles please reserve 
them upon placing your order. Additional mixes are non-refundable. Enjoy! 
 
TROUBLESHOOTING 

1. If the machine is not freezing within the first hour, first check to make sure its on the 
“ON” position and NOT on the “Clean” position.  

2. Check to make sure the machine is plugged in directly to a dedicated 20amp circuit with 
no other electronics plugged in to the same circuit. Only used heavy duty (12 guage) 
extension cords. If the machine is still not freezing, we can bring out a generator (rental 
fee $60). If the machine freezes with the generator the you would have to pay for the 
generator rental. If the machine does not freeze even with the generator they you would 
get a full refund for the machine and you will not need to pay for the generator. 

3. If the machine is not working, please call the office immediately. We will try to repair or 
exchange the machine. If you fail to call or refuse an exchange no refunds will be issued.  


